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Introduction

Following the Lisbon European Summit ( March 2000) and the meeting of the Council in

Barcelona (March 2002) the EU commission has presented its views on how to increase

the R & D investments in Europe and has addressed in particular the level of private

sector funding.

Compared to other regions, notably the US and Japan  the European Union’s investment

in R & D is weak and the gap between Europe and these regions is widening also in

terms of number of researchers per 1000 employees.

Cefic feels that the EU communication “More research for Europe - towards 3% of GDP

(Comm 499, dated September 11th 2002) provides a good basis for RTD policies in

Europe and stakeholder dialogue.

Cefic (The European Chemical Industry Federation) would like to highlight the following

points:

• The need for a strong science base

• Europe’s ability to innovate

• A competitive business environment attracts private investments (coherence

between research and other EU policies)

• Leveraging new technologies - a key to future growth

• A coherent R & D approach across Europe

��� 7KH�QHHG�IRU�D�VWURQJ�VFLHQFH�EDVH

Advances in modern science and technology resulted from cutting-edge research, which

started already in the 1970s when methods for genetic engineering and biotechnology

were developed. The most recent breakthrough in science is in the area of

nanotechnology.  Research in a highly interdisciplinary areas like bio- and
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nanotechnology demands co-operation between academia, research institutes and

industry. It needs people with different backgrounds and skills and it normally involves

extensive international co-operation. Leading science clusters and virtual, cross-border

centers-of-excellence could meet these requirements. The provisions of FP 6 and the

European research area (ERA) are steps in the right direction.

However today, Europe is facing a shortage of skills in the area of interdisciplinary R&D.

This is largely due to a lack of corresponding opportunities and attractive science

carreers. Europe must therefore create a more competitive research environment to

build up a strong base of scientific professionals and also attract more foreign

researchers.

Europe has traditionally focused on fundamental research, although it currently is

spending less on research in comparison to other countries or regions. A lot of ideas,

which later led to breakthrough innovations, have come from European universities and

research institutes or from scientists who were trained in Europe but moved to US-

facilities.

Europe has failed to recognise opportunities provided by science e.g.:  European

researchers helped unravel the fundamental principles of molecular biology which led to

the first recorded field trial with a GMO-crop contained in the OECD database. This trial

was conducted in Europe – at the University of Ghent in Belgium. It represents just one

example where Europe has not at all benefited from such a major scientific breakthrough

and has missed capitalising on this head start.

���(XURSH¶V�DELOLW\�WR�LQQRYDWH

RECOMMENDATIONS
7KH�QHHG�IRU�D�VWURQJ�VFLHQFH�EDVH

• Establish ‘EU centres of science excellence‘ in competitive research areas and
provide attractive career opportunities for scientists

• Support actions to increase the value that society gives to science
• Adopt an immigration policy that helps to attract foreign investigators
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Europe is short on natural resources such as oil, gas and precious metals. Our

economic wealth originates from knowledge and the creativity of our people as well as

their landmark achievements in science and technology. Only through a continuing flow

of innovations we will be able to sustain this economic wealth. In a globalised world with

increasing competition among countries and regions, only innovations can facilitate

future growth for Europe.

Europe therefore needs highly efficient structures for technology transfer. The US have,

however, prevailed in transforming research findings into new value-adding products and

services to make its industries more competitive. Instruments such as a strong market

oriented entrepreneurial environment, venture capital markets, investment banks,

technology platforms as well as science and technology (S&T) parks have contributed to

this trend.

As an example, the speed of development of biotechnology and the proven high

efficiency of small biotech companies are increasingly driving large corporations to

invest directly in these companies through equity financing. Biotech start-ups usually

place a strong focus on R&D, and as important technology providers they are a natural

target for corporate investors. Today we experience this mainly in the health and pharma

sector, tomorrow possibly in industrial (bio) technology or nanotechnology.

But these technology providers are currently facing one of the most difficult times since

they emerged. This is due to the recent collapse of financial markets and general

investor reluctance towards new investments with a lack of attractive exit opportunities.

The financial needs of the EU high-tech provider sector drastically exceed the current

supply of capital available to private investors. Unless new financial resources are made

available to bridge the financial gap, a substantial share of these companies will face

bankruptcy within the next 6 to12 months. This scenario in fact would be a major

drawback for the European high-tech industry as a whole.

In addition industry is faced with pronounced imbalances between competing regions,

which can impact on strategic corporate decision-making.  While the expanded internal

market will give the EU industry a more solid base from which to operate, it should be

pointed out that over the last years home market growth has been relatively poor and

margins/profitability is low compared to international competitors. Important location
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factors are such as raw materials, energy prices, taxation and regulatory environment

are less favourable in Europe.  There are quite a few recent examples of companies

moving to other regions because of more favourable business conditions e.g: Novartis

decided to transfer its main R&D activities to the US. Akzo Nobel decided to relocate its

pharmaceutical branch to the US. These pharmaceutical companies are strongly linked

to biotech-providing companies. Most of the biotech providing companies are now

located in the US where they created pioneering platform technologies to speed up drug

discovery. In 2000 more than 80% of drugs in the development phases I-III in the US

were coming from those biotech companies. The trend to abandon Europe however is

not limited to pharma. Danisco, one of the largest Danish producers of food and feed

ingredients, also decided to relocate its production facilities to the US.

The current situation in the European high-tech sector could eventually trigger a

pronounced high-tech entrepreneurial drain. Europe needs to strengthen its ability to

innovate if it wants to narrow and finally bridge the existing gap with the US in

accordance with the goals set in Lisbon. That’s what the Commission and the member

states, through the pursuit of a sensible and consistent innovation policy, should be

striving for.

���$�FRPSHWLWLYH�EXVLQHVV�HQYLURQPHQW�DWWUDFWV�SULYDWH�LQYHVWPHQW

It is common practice that companies and investors follow the best opportunities;

unfortunately, these are most often found in the US or elsewhere rather than in Europe.

RECOMMENDATIONS
(XURSH¶V�DELOLW\�WR�LQQRYDWH

• Europe needs to develop highly efficient structures for technology transfer.
Instruments that can help transforming research findings into new value-adding
products and services are: a strong market oriented entrepreneurial
environment, venture capital markets, investment banks, technology platforms
and science and technology (S&T) parks.

• The shortage of capital available to private investors may become a major
drawback for the European high-tech industry as a whole The EU Commission
could help to find opportunities to make financial resources available to bridge
the gap that has emerged from a combined collapse of the financial markets
and the current general investor reluctance.
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Europe must create a business environment that attracts more private investment and

we should not limit the discussion to tax incentives, which are more favorable in other

regions. A whole set of factors can contribute to a more attractive business environment.

A strong protection of intellectual property rights is essential. Compared to other

economies, Europe is slow in taking necessary legislative actions and also in enforcing

legislation. Consider, for example, the Community Patent, an ambitious proposal for a

regulation which has the potential to boost the R & D climate in Europe but which has

not been adopted and  implemented in the majority of the EU member states.

Another concrete example that represents an obstacle for a competitive business

environment is the Chemicals ‘White Paper’ which recognises the importance of

innovation but fails to generate framework conditions to stimulate it.  The paper states

that innovation will be driven by the search for safe substitutes for hazardous chemicals.

Whilst this may happen to some degree, it must also be kept in mind that many

chemicals will not be ‘defended’, even in cases where there is no known environmental

or health risk. Companies will have to stay competitive and are therefore not prepared to

bear the costs for the additional testing of their entire portfolio and consequently many

less profitable substances will for commercial reasons be withdrawn. This obviously will

narrow the base for the development of new products in Europe.

The additional regulatory costs will not only decrease the competitive edge of the EU

industry and limit the funds available for research but will inevitably impact on availability

of human capital. Scientific expertise in Europe is a finite resource and with more time

spent on the regulatory process, less is available for innovation.

In the biotechnology area Europe continues to struggle with incomplete as well as not-

yet-implemented regulatory schemes, other countries are moving ahead with approvals

of innovative and beneficial biotech-products beyond pharmaceuticals. The result of

losing ground to other countries with regard to market approvals is a mounting number

of trade conflicts between the EU and those nations.

Most importantly, the EU must establish reliable authorisation procedures for biotech

products which allow applicants to plan and manage their business activities at an early

stage. A centralised procedure for market authorisation of such products is urgently

needed, especially when considering the enlargement of the EU.
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We have to create a globally competitive environment to foster innovation and

employment in R&D and production. Therefore we need to develop a reliable regulatory

framework to attract more investment without compromising health or environmental

safety.

���/HYHUDJLQJ�QHZ�WHFKQRORJLHV�±�D�NH\�WR�IXWXUH�JURZWK

Europe must develop clear guidelines on how to leverage new technologies for future

growth. In this respect we need much more than just fine-tuning and redesigning. In a

joint effort, all stakeholders and policy-makers must define a European way for

introducing and benefiting from new technologies - today and in the future. We must

overcome the general skepticism, which today is associated with breakthrough

technologies in Europe. The general public in European area seems to be more inclined

to cultivate worries linked to the unknown of new technologies rather than recognising

its potential. New technologies are desperately needed because they fuel new industries

and economic growth, and at the end of the day create jobs.

The tendency for policymakers to use opinion polls such as the Eurobarometer to guide

policy has not resulted in a balanced political approach, but has led to overkill in

regulation. It is of course legitimate for policymakers to consider opinion poll data, but it

would be wrong and would show a deficit of political leadership to make decisions

depending solely on such data. An evaluation of the economic and social contribution of

new technologies such as bio- and nano-technology must be a central part of the

decision making process.

Equipped with today’s knowledge about the potential and benefits of technology, the

famous quote by Jean Baptiste Poquelin di Molière becomes more valid than ever: “We

RECOMMENDATIONS
$�FRPSHWLWLYH�EXVLQHVV�HQYLURQPHQW�DWWUDFWV�SULYDWH�LQYHVWPHQW

• Europe needs to take urgent action to protect intellectual property rights by
adopting and implementing ‘the Community Patent’.

• Europe needs to foster a globally competitive environment  to stimulate innovation
and employment in R & D  and production
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are responsible not only for what we do, but also for what we do not do.” Political leaders

will have to act quickly and make some tough decisions without neglecting social and

ethical concerns. Otherwise, in the future our generation will be held responsible for a

further erosion in Europe’s competitiveness.

���$�FRKHUHQW�DSSURDFK�DFURVV�(XURSH

Currently, each Member State, as well as the European Commission, operates its own

independent, differentiated research policy. This means that unintended duplication

cann’t be avoided and opportunities for major synergies are being lost. It is important to

strengthen the opportunities for the Member States to benefit from more coherent

research policies across Europe and from direct co-operation, when appropriate. The

European Research Area will be an important platform for such activities and it might be

strengthened by the direct involvement of the Competitiveness Council.

It is proposed that EU Commission creates an opportunity for Member States, to

circulate their annual research programme priorities and budget distribution to the

Competitiveness Council  “for comments” The objective would be to alert Member States

to duplication (duplication will always be necessary for developmental and competitive

reasons) and to provide for concrete discussions in appropriate areas for bi- or multi-

lateral cooperation. Circulating research policy “for information” or “for discussion” is

seen as insufficient to involve Member States actively in the process. In the field of

chemical sciences & technologies such a co-ordinating body already exists in the form of

CERC3  (Chairman of European Research Councils Chemistry Committees). By

extending its remit CERC3 would be in a position to establishe a coherent EU

programme on chemical and related sciences. In addition CERC3 is an AllChemE

RECOMMENDATIONS
/HYHUDJLQJ�QHZ�WHFKQRORJLHV���NH\�WR�IXWXUH�JURZWK

• Decision/Policy makers need to take notice of the economic and social
contribution of new technologies to prevent further erosion of Europe’s
competitiveness.
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Partner (Alliance for Chemical Sciences & technologies in Europe) and has therefore

ready access to the complete chemistry network in Europe.

RECOMMENDATIONS
7KH�FRRUGLQDWLRQ�RI�UHVHDUFK�SROLFLHV�DFURVV�WKH�(8

• The EU Commission should establish a framework for Member States to co-ordinate their
research programme priorities and budget distribution. This could be done through the
Competitiveness Council.

• Bottom-up co-ordination initiatives both from the public and the private sector should be
preferred to top-down prescriptions and encouraged by the Commission in order to find
the right balance between avoiding unnecessary duplications and fostering useful
emulation between research groups working on similar topics.


